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Evaluate potential risk for non-catalog purchases 

Description

This feature allows your organization to use engagement requests in SAP Ariba Supplier 

Risk which evaluate suppliers for potential risk. Suppliers selected in guided buying for 

non-catalog purchases are evaluated when policies are triggered based on the request 

during creation. 

Engagement requests model a process, the control-based engagement risk assessment 

process, in which risk experts evaluate suppliers on a deeper level. If an engagement 

request is triggered, it must be approved by risk experts before the requisitioner can submit 

their purchase request.

Customer benefit

This feature enables, using policies, non-catalog requests to be routed through the 

engagement request process to prevent high risk purchases from proceeding without 

adequate review. 

User

▪ Buyer

Enablement model

▪ Customer configured

Applicable solutions:

▪ SAP Ariba Supplier Risk

▪ SAP Ariba Buying

▪ SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing

Customer challenge

Currently the engagement request process in SAP Ariba Supplier Risk is not connected to 

the requisition creation process, usually adding additional and manual steps to ensure 

compliant purchasing with assessed suppliers. 
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Feature details

▪ A non-catalog item (1) or requisition form (2) is added to the cart.

▪ The engagement request policy triggers based on my supplier, commodity and other definitions set (3).
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Feature details

▪ When I arrive in checkout, the prompt for the engagement request shows on the relevant line items and I can:

▪ Create my engagement request or;

▪ Link to an existing request.
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Feature details

▪ I then navigate through my engagement request based on template configuration and submit.

▪ The approval flow is displayed on my request summary and I can return to my requisition from the top of the page.
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Feature details

▪ When I return to my requisition, I can see that the request is in approval and can view the engagement request at any time to see the detailed progress. 
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Feature details
▪ Once approvals are complete, the requisition is ready to submit.

▪ The requisition approver has visibility of the engagement request that I have submitted linked to the requisition.
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Prerequisites, Restrictions, Cautions

Prerequisites ARI-17113

▪ Your site must be suite integrated and include the following solutions:

▪ SAP Ariba Supplier Risk

▪ SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing

▪ The guided buying capability

▪ Your site is already configured for use of control-based engagement risk assessment projects.

▪ You must be a member of the Supplier Risk Engagement Requestor group to create an engagement request.

Restrictions

▪ None

Cautions

▪ None
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Prerequisites, Restrictions & Cautions

Prerequisites GB-18894

▪ Your SAP Ariba Buying solution must also include SAP Ariba Supplier Risk.

▪ Enabling this feature requires setup within both SAP Ariba Supplier Risk and guided buying. For the SAP Ariba Supplier Risk, see ARI-17113: Link 

Engagement Requests to Non-Catalog Purchase Requisitions.

▪ You must belong to the group named Supplier Risk Engagement Requestor and Purchasing User to create an engagement request.

▪ To enable this feature, set the following guided buying parameter: PARAM_ENABLE_SUPPLIER_RISK_INTEGRATION to true

▪ An Administrator must configure the Risk Engagement Policy File to determine the non-catalog data objects that should trigger the engagement request 

requirement. These may be based on commodity code, supplier, amount, risk score level. See Fields to Use in Policy Configuration

Restrictions

▪ Engagement requests can't be used for purchase requisitions created from a request for quotation (RFQ). This is because the suppliers enabled for this 

process should already be successfully onboarded, qualified for the RFQ process. 

▪ If you create a purchase requisition, and then select Change request to create another version, you can't link the second version to an engagement request.

▪ If a non-catalog request contains more than one item that requires an engagement request, the user must use the same engagement request for all the items.

Cautions

▪ Because the requisition has not been submitted when the engagement request is in progress or completed, the user has the ability to add more items to their 

cart before the requisition is submitted. If they create another non-catalog item for the same supplier/commodity code the line will automatically link to the 

existing engagement request for that requisition. Consider this behavior for the engagement request process and any amount based policy rules. 

▪ You may wish to bypass any non-catalog approvals (Buyer Procurement Desk or Purchasing Agent) for this process to remove any duplication of approval 

process. 

https://help.sap.com/docs/ARIBA_PROCUREMENT/855d3e61ce304b1cb81987bdc5322911/0841c946769f44e4bdb880020bd6dc9e.html
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